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ABSTRACT 
The information matrix and gradient of the likelihood function are derived for the 
image factor analysis model using methods of matrix differentiation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The traditional factor analysis (TFA) model is given by 
B=A@A’+D,, (1) 
where a value assumed by the p x p symmetric matrix valued function 
2 = X( A, a’, D+) represents a covariance matrix, A represents a p X k factor 
matrix, Q represents a k X k symmetric factor covariance matrix, and D+ is a 
diagonal matrix representing unique variances. Certain elements of A, a’, and 
D+ are fixed, so that the remaining parameters will be identified. Suppose that 
the sample covariance matrix S has a Wishart distribution with n degrees of 
freedom and expected value 2, = C( AO, QO, D,J. Maximum likelihood (ML) 
estimates A, 6, and b+, may be obtained by minimizing the discrepancy 
function [8, 71 
F=log]Z]-log]S]+tr[SZP’]-- (2) 
with respect to the free elements of A, @, and D+ using a pseudo-Newton 
algorithm. Lawley [8] and JGreskog [7] give the gradient vector required and 
an approximation, H = H(A, a’, D,), to the Hessian with the property that 
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H( A,, @e, D+,) is equal to the expected value of the Hessian when Z, 
satisfies the model. The information matrix is given by $nH, so that the 
asymptotic covariance matr$ of the maximum likelihood estimators is given 
by 2n- ‘( H( A,, Qo, D,,)) . Jiireskog [7] employed the Fletcher-Powell [3] 
algorithm to minimize F. He made use of the expected Hessian, H, to provide 
an initial approximation for the Hessian and thereby improve the speed of 
convergence of the algorithm. An alternative algorithm, which is recom- 
mended by Lee and Jennrich [9], is the Fisher scoring algorithm in which the 
Hessian of the usual Newton-Raphson algorithm is replaced by the expected 
Hessian H. 
Jiireskog [5, 61 gg t d su es e a modification of the TFA model (1) motivated 
by Guttman’s [4] image theory, which he called the image factor analysis 
(IFA) model. This is given by 
Z=R~~+B(Diag[Z~‘])~l, (3) 
where Diag[X] stands for a diagonal matrix formed from the diagonal 
elements of a square matrix X. Joreskog [6] provided a rationale for the IFA 
model and pointed out advantages of the IFA model over the TFA model. 
The IFA model (3) differs from the TFA model (1) in that the diagonal 
elements of Z in (3) are implicit functions of the parameters A, a’, and 8, 
rather than explicit functions. Joreskog [6] obtained the gradient of the ML 
discrepancy function F with respect to the parameters of the IFA model by 
differentiating a Lagrangian function. This approach, however, did not lend 
itself to obtaining the expected Hessian H, so that the identity matrix had to 
be employed to initiate the Fletcher-Powell procedure, and the asymptotic 
covariance matrix of ML estimators was not available. 
The purpose of the present paper is to obtain the expected Hessian, and 
consequently the information matrix, for the IFA model. The approach 
employed here differs from that of Joreskog. Some general results, due to 
Bargmann [l], which express the elements of the gradient and information 
matrix in terms of partial derivatives of Z, are applied to provide an 
alternative derivation of the gradient, first given by Joreskog, and the 
expected Hessian. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let Z(y) represent a twice continuously differentiable symmetric matrix 
valued function of a 4 x 1 parameter vector y. The symmetric matrix, 
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6’Z/ay,, of partial derivatives of the elements of Z with respect to the ith 
element yi of y will be represented alternatively by %i or by J? { yi }. In 
general a quantity enclosed in braces, { ), will be regarded as an indexing 
quantity rather than as an argument of a function. Thus 2 { yi } is that 
symmetric matrix valued function of y which results from the differentiation 
of Z with respect to yi. 
The following result, given by Bargmann [l], simplifies the derivation of 
maximum likelihood estimators and the information matrix for arbitrary 
structural models for covariance matrices, and will be useful here. 
LEMMA 1. Zf F is the ML discrepancy function gizen in (2), the gradient 
of F has the typical element 
aF 
- = -tr[GSi] 
aYi 
(4) 
where 
G=Z-‘(S-2)X-‘, (5) 
and the expected value of the Hessian of F has elements given by 
hij=h{yi,yj}=d =tr[ZP12iZP’2j] (6) 
at y=yO. 
The parameter vector y here consists of 8 and the free elements of A 
and a. 
Let (Y be the vector of diagonal elements of Z I, and let 
Da = Diag[Z-‘I, (7) 
so that the IFA model (3) may be written as 
Z = RQA’+ dD,-? (8) 
Clearly the nondiagonal elements of C are twice continuously differentiable 
functions of y. Let [X] i j represent the element in the ith row and jth 
column of a matrix X, and let (X) (k) be a matrix obtained from X by raising 
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each element to the kth power, i.e. [( X)‘k’] i j = ([Xl i j)k. Use of the implicit 
function theorem will show (cf. [6, Theorem 61) that, locally, the diagonal 
elements of Z are also twice continuously differentiable implicit functions of 
y provided that the symmetric matrix 
Q=s-‘D,“-(~- l)(2) (9) 
is nonsingular. 
LEMMAS. lf 0 is nonsingular, then 
2i=i:{y*}=Bi+D,t, (10) 
where 
(11) 
is the derivative of Z with respect to yi disregarding the fact that D,, is a 
function of y, and the vector of diagonal elements of D,,, is given by 
where 
ui=Qplv,, (12) 
vi=v{yi} =diag[Z ‘B,Y’], (13) 
and diag[X] represents a vector formed from the diagonal elements of a 
square matrix X. 
Proof. Differentiation of both sides of (8) with respect to yi yields 
Let 
~:,=Bi+8D,-2Diag[Z~‘~iz~1]. 
D,, =Diag[%i]-Diag[Bi], 
so that 
(14) 
(15) 
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Taking the vectors of diagonal elements of both sides of (15) yields 
(e~1D~-(~-1)(2))ui=diag[I:-1B,):~11 1’ (16) 
Equation (12) now follows from (16), and (10) from (14). 
3. THE GRADIENT AND EXPECTED HESSIAN FOR THE IFA MODEL 
The expressions for aF/ay, and h { yi, yi } when Z(y) is any covariance 
structure, given in Lemma 1, may be specialized to the IFA structure with the 
use of Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose that yi and yi are any parameters in the IFA 
structure given in (8) and (7). Then 
aF 
-= -tr[Z-‘(S-_+~D,)Z~‘B,], 
aYi 
(17) 
where 
z=Q-‘diag[G], (18) 
and 
h{yi,yj} = tr[Z-‘BiZ-‘Bj]+v;Wvj (19) 
where 
W = Q - 1 [2@ ‘0,” _ (z - 1)(2’] Q - 1. (20) 
Proof Substitution of (10) into (4) yields 
aF 
-= -tr[GBi]-tr[GD,,]. 
ayi 
But, if g = diag[G], use of (12), (13), and (18) shows that 
tr[GD”,] =g’ui=g’Q-‘vi=z’diag[Z-‘BiZP’] 
= tr[Z-‘D,Z-‘B,]. 
Equation (17) now follows from (21) and (22). 
(21) 
(22) 
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Substitution of (10) into (6) and use of (12) and (13) yields 
h{y,,yj} =tr[Z-1BiT:-‘~j]+tr[Z-1~,Z~1D,i]+tr[T,~’BjZ~1D,,] 
+tr ZP’DU,ZPID,, 
[ 1 I
=tr[ZPIBiZPIBj]+v~uj+v~ui 
+u’(zP’)‘2’ 
uj 
= tr[ Z ‘B,Z - lBj] 
+ v;( 2Q r + Q ‘(Z - 1)(2’Q ’ )vj. (23) 
Equation (19) now follows from (23) after use of (20) and (9). n 
Specific elements of the gradient and expected Hessian may now be 
obtained from the general results given in Lemma 3. 
THEOREM 1. The partial derivatives of the ML discrepancy function F in 
(2) with respect to 0 and the elements of A and ip in the IFA model are given 
hY 
i9F 
-----=-2[2~‘(S-Z+D,)Z-1h~]i,, a[ Al ir (24) 
aF 
-----=-(2-[I],,)[A’z-‘(s-c+D;)z~~A],,~, 
am, 
aF 
ae- 
--tr[Z~l(S-_++D;)Z~‘D,-l]. 
(25) 
(26) 
lf [X] i stands for a column vector farmed j&n the ith column of a matrix X 
and [X] i * [Y] r represents the Hadamurd product of the vectors [X] i and 
[Y] ., with its tth element given by [[Xl _I *[Y] .,I, = [X],i[Y],,, the ele- 
ments of the expected Hessian H are 
h{[A]ir>[A]js} =2([Z~‘]ij[~A’2-1A~],,+[Z-1Aia]is[I:-1A(a]~~) 
+‘([‘-l].i*[Z-‘Aip].,)‘W([Z-l].j*[Z-lA~].,), 
(27) 
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h{[nlir~[@ltu} ~~2~~zl~~)(~z~‘Ali~[A’z~‘A~l~~~ 
+[Y’A]irr[A’Z-lA@],,) 
+2(2-[Z],,)(iZ~‘].i*[Z-‘A~].,) 
x W([Z-‘A].,*[Z-‘A].,,), (28) 
IL{[A]~,,O} =2[2~‘D,-‘Z~‘A@]ir 
+2([Z-‘].i*[C~‘A@].,)‘W(Z~‘)‘2’(~)(~’), (29) 
h{[@]rs@]tu} =i(2-[Z],,)(2-[Z],,)([iz’~-‘A],,[A’Z-1A],,, 
.l.U)~ 
(30) 
+(2-[Z],,)([Z~1A].,*[B-‘A].,)‘W(B-1)’2’(~)(~1), 
(31) 
h(8,O) =(~‘)‘-“((z~‘)‘2’+(z~‘)‘2’w(r:~‘)’2’)(u)’~1). (32) 
Proof. Let Jij represent a matrix with null elements except for the 
element in the ith row and jth column, which is unity. It follows from (11) 
that 
B{[A]ir} =J,,QA’+AQl,i, (33) 
B{[@]rs) =~(Z-[Zl,,)A(J,,+J,,)A’, (34) 
B(B) =0,-l. (35) 
Substitution of (33), (34), (35) into (17) and use of trace manipulation 
rules [l, Section 71 yields (24), (25), (26). Further substitution of (33), (34), 
(35) into (13) and (19) yields (27), (28), (29), (30), (31), (32). W 
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Joreskog [6, Eq uations (23), (24)] has given expressions for the gradient 
which are equivalent to (24) and (26) with @ = 1. The matrices D, in 
(24)-(26) and W in (27)-(32) appear in correction terms for (7). If 0, and W 
are replaced by null matrices in Theorem 1, expressions are obtained which 
are appropriate for the covariance structure defined by (8) with 0, regarded 
as a fixed matrix. Similar methods to those employed by Joreskog [7] may be 
used to carry out the computations involved in Theorem 1 effectively. 
The gradient and expected Hessian with typical elements given in Theo- 
rem 1 may alternatively be expressed in matrix notation. Let Vec[X] repre- 
sent a p2 x 1 vector formed by stacking the columns of a p X p matrix X one 
on top of the other (e.g. [lo, Section 4.2]), and let A be a p2 X q matrix with 
columns formed from the elements of the B matrices defined in (33)-(35) i.e. 
[A] j = Vec[ B { yj }]. Then the 9 x 1 gradient of F is given by 
where Z i 8 Z _ r is the Kronecker product of Z ’ with Z I. 
Let P be the p2 x p transition matrix [lo, p. 1601 which takes the p3 X 1 
vector Vec[ X] into the p x 1 vector diag[X], i.e. P’ Vec[X] = diag[X]. A 
typical element of P is given by [2, Section 21 [I’] i j, R = [I] i,[ I] jr. Then 
Replacement of Dz and W in (36) and (37) by null matrices results in 
familiar expressions for the gradient and expected Hessian of the ML dis- 
crepancy function under the assumption of a general covariance structure (cf. 
PI). 
Helpful discussions with Alexander Shapiro are acknowledged with thanks. 
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